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Of course Covid 19 has

effected everything and the

Fur industry is no exception .

The virus started when

designers were planning their

2020 fall collections and

samples were being made to

show at Fur Shows around the

world. Although there are

many international shows the

largest by far is in Hong Kong,

where designers and

manufacturers from the USA,

Italy, Russia, Finland and many

more all showcase their

designs. When I heard that it

was being canceled due to

Covid 19, it was my first

feeling of the seriousness of

this event. The Hong Kong

show has never been canceled

before not even during the

SARS outbreak. As time

moved forward every Fur

Show around the world was

canceled and Fur

manufacturing facilities around

the world were forced to shut

down. These factories have

been in operation for decades

and never ceased operations.

The industry was at a stand

still until it slowly began to

reopen in mid July. Reopening

has been much more difficult

than expected. So the industry

believes there will be a

shortage of Furs this year.

Special orders may take much

longer or may not be

available. The materials used

in our restyle program are

delayed for many different

reasons so restyling your Fur

may take longer. Fur prices

are expected to rise over the

next 2 years more than

average because of the

disruption in business.

Barnes Furs started in 1927

and has survived the great

depression and every

challenging event after. Our

in stock inventory is large

and our resources capable.

Don’t wait to enjoy the

pleasure of the new styles in

natural fur. We are here to

help at the best quality and

price.
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Semi Sheared Mink - The Best of BothSemi Sheared Mink - The Best of BothSemi Sheared Mink - The Best of BothSemi Sheared Mink - The Best of Both

Many years ago designers in the fur industry decided to shear Mink. This hadn’t been done before

because Mink was popular, beautiful natural and had been considered light weight. But as many things

change, what we considered light weight was changing, It was getting lighter. The first Mink garments

were sheared flat. The shearing machine can be adjusted to shear a lot of fur off or to shear only a little

off. So the first designs sheared about half the fur off and customers were amazed. Sheared Mink was

softer than natural Mink. It wasn’t a little lighter, it was 50% lighter. And even lighter, Sheared Mink was

still as warm as any other Fur. Sheared Mink quickly became the most popular fur sold around the world.

There are many ways of shearing: Grooving, Semi Shearing, & Ultra Shear. One of our favorites at

Barnes is Semi Shearing. Enough fur is sheared off to make the Mink light weight, but some of the

texture of classic mink is not sheared off. This is a modern look with classic characteristics. Barnes has

new Semi Sheared Minks to see as well as we can Semi Shear Your Mink in our restyle program
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Today it’s confusing. So many causes and its hard to know the

differences from cause to cause. Sometimes the reason is the

organization wants it to be confusing. Every person I have ever

spoken to and including myself are big on Animal Welfare. This is

the idea animal and humans should coexist together. That animals

deserve to be treated with care and shown respect in a cruelty free

environment. Organizations like PETA believe in Animal Liberation.

Animal Liberationist believe animals and humans should be

separate.  That animals should have the same rights as humans and

humans should not interact with animals. So that means, no pets,

no horse ranches, no ranches of any type, no wool, no silk, no milk,

no chicken, no beef, no leather, no furs. Any interaction a human

has with an animal is inhumane even if that’s a shelter taking in a

stray dog to find it a home. Almost no one follows this belief, but it is PETA’s objective. What makes it

confusing is PETA associates with animal welfare organizations to make PETA seem like they are for

animal welfare and not so radical. But that isn’t their cause. If you want to help animals donate to your

local shelter. The money helps animals. Lets keep animals well cared for and part of our lives. Barnes

Furs only resources its products from companies that are environmentally responsible and cruelty free.
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